Williams-Garcia, Rita. *Every Time a Rainbow Dies*, 2001. Can Ysa ever believe that the source of Thulani’s attention toward her is really love?

Williams, Lori Aurelia. *When Kambia Elaine Flew in From Neptune*, 2001. Can Shayla help when she discovers the truth behind Kambia’s imaginative but dark stories, or will she feel bound to keep a secret that endangers her friend?

Wolff, Virginia Euwer. *True Believer*, 2001. LaVaughn is fifteen and her life has become more complex than ever. A sequel to *Make Lemonade*.


Colfer, Eoin. *Artemis Fowl*, 2001. An evil boy-genius plots to restore his family fortune by kidnapping ... a fairy.

Crutcher, Chris. *Whale Talk*, 2001. Even though he is a gifted athlete, TJ shuns sports and the jock culture until he organizes a swim team of school misfits.

For more information, visit OYAN on the Web:

http://www.olaweb.org/oyan
Dougall, Alastair.

Hawk, Tony.
**Hawk: Occupation, Skateboarder**, 2001. The life story of the legendary skateboarder and his extreme determination to be the best.

Klass, David.
**You Don’t Know Me**, 2001. Does anyone have a clue what John’s life is really like?

Mikaelsen, Ben.
**Touching Spirit Bear**, 2001. Cole is sent to a remote Alaskan island as an alternative to incarceration, but before he can confront his own rage, a vicious bear attack nearly kills him.

Moriarty, Jaclyn.
**Feeling Sorry for Celia**, 2001. Elizabeth’s life is defined by anonymous love letters, post-it notes, journal entries, and a best friend who keeps running away.

Na, An.
**A Step From Heaven**, 2001. Young Ju discovers that America is not the magical, heavenly place she and her family expected.

Nix, Garth.
**Lirael: Daughter of the Clayr**, 2001. A dangerous necromancer threatens to unleash a long-buried evil, drawing Lirael and Prince Sameth into a battle to save the Old Kingdom and reveal their true destinies. Sequel to **Sabriel**.

Ryan, Sara.
**Empress of the World**, 2001. Fifteen-year-old Nic falls in love with another girl at a summer institute and finds the relationship difficult and confusing.

Salisbury, Graham.

Smith, Roland.
**Zach’s Lie**, 2001. After entering the Witness Protection Program, Jack is adjusting to life with a new identity but the drug cartel against which his father will testify is determined to track him down.

Trueman, Terry.
**Stuck in Neutral**, 2001. Fourteen-year-old Shawn McDaniel suffers from severe cerebral palsy and cannot function. He believes his father is going to kill him.
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